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    FRIENDS FOR EDUCATION 
(FFE) offers you a chance to shape 
a school child’s life by being a 
mentor and/or tutor – and you 
can do it from the comfort of your 
own home.
    You can volunteer to meet 
virtually with a child once a week 
using Zoom on your computer.  As 
a tutor,  you choose the area of 
study and the grade level that you 
feel comfortable with.  As a mentor, 
you simply befriend a child who 
needs attention and direction.  All 
BG residents are eligible to join 
this effort sponsored by Friends 
for Education (FFE).                         
    Children from four area 
schools will be in FFE’S tutoring 
and mentoring program this year: 
Meeting Street Academy, Meeting 
Street Elementary at Brentwood, 
Meeting Street Elementary at 
Burns and the newly-built Camp 
Road Middle School.
    To prepare to be a mentor or 
tutor, you will first participate 
in a three-hour training session 
sponsored by the Be a Mentor 
(BAM) program.  Schools look 
to start with new volunteers in 
October.  Women mentors work 
with girls and men with boys.  
Tutors work with girls or boys. 
Ages run from pre-kindergarten 
through eighth grade.
    An important FFE goal is to 
recruit a team of online BG tutors 
and/or mentors.  To find out more 
about becoming an FFE tutor and/
or mentor:  Call Liz Stewart at 
917-716-4215 or 843-795-1795, or 
Ann Trees at 843-793-3660 or 843-
364-3231.

    Prospective FFE tutors and/or 
mentors will receive school staff 
training and support to help them 
use Zoom effectively.  Student 
Zoom sessions will be initiated and 
monitored by each school.  When 
it is safe, volunteers will meet their 
students in person.  
    Working with a young student is 
a very rewarding experience.  Just 
ask Pete Trees, a BG resident and 
math tutor at Camp Road Middle 
School.  Pete, a former executive 
with Ford Motor Company, began 
tutoring years ago and finds his 
work with students very satisfying.
    “Students can use as much 
tutoring help as we can give them,” 
says Pete.  He encourages other 
residents to sign on, too.
    Alex Moor, Executive 
Director of Be a Mentor, agrees 
wholeheartedly: 
    “In just one hour per week, 
volunteer mentors and tutors 
change the lives of youth on the 
brink of success forever.  Mentored 
young people are 55% more 
likely to enroll in college, 46% 
less likely to use drugs and 130% 
more likely to hold leadership 
positions.  Mentors help ensure 
that all Lowcountry youth have 
the character, confidence and 
leadership skills to be successful in 
pursuing their dreams.”
    FFE was formed almost two 
years ago by 16 BG residents 
concerned about South Carolina’s 
dismal educational ratings.  It held 
a very successful Symposium last 
November to introduce residents 
to its goal to aid education in 
Charleston County.  And, most 
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When walking by Anderson Pavilion, did you ever think, “I’d 
like to try that game”?

Well, we have players who would like to introduce you to 
croquet.

We have Mentoring on Mondays.

Contact Anne Moss: bgcroquetmoss@gmail.com
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ZOOMING INTO A CHILD’S FUTURE CONT’D
importantly, to offer residents ways to volunteer, contribute and 
stay informed. 
    Charleston School Board elections will take place on 
November 3, Election Day.  FFE is gathering information now 
about candidates who are running for the five open positions in 
order to aid voters in making their voting decisions.
    FRIENDS FOR EDUCATION (FFE) is open to all BG residents. If interested, you will receive 
communications from FFE about its programs and status reports on education in South Carolina. For FFE 
information: Call Liz Stewart or Ann Trees (see numbers on front page).

EVEREST
By Ray Houlihan

    May 29, 1953, was a red-letter day in the modern day era of exploration. On that day, Edumund Hillary and 
Tenzing Norgay electrified the world by reaching the summit of the world, Mt. Everest.  This was the first time 

the feat had ever been accomplished.  At 29,800 feet, it seemed impossible 
to achieve but has not stopped an army of adventurers from challenging the 
oxygen-starved summit every summer. 
    It happened that I was recovering from a lengthy illness in 1953. The 
adventure of the climbers was in every paper daily as I recovered while reading 
this amazing human success story. Even England’s newly crowned young queen 
(only four days into her record setting reign) awarded knighthood to Hillary in 
honor of his stunning achievement. Last year,  Time Magazine named him one 

of the 100 most influential people of the century. Seventy years later, the luster of that extraordinary feat still 
lures hundreds of amateurs the world over to add their names to the list of successful climbers. The National 
Geographic has now issued a special edition whose cover carries a one-word title in six inches, “Everest”. 
    However, this article is not about the 1953 story, but about the 1924 expedition that may have set the 
record for climbing Everest almost 30 years earlier. This is the story of a young amateur climber, Sandy Irvine, 
and an older veteran, George Mallory, who teamed up to achieve the impossible.
    Irvine was a last minute addition to the group. He was only 23, but showed a natural aptitude for climbing 
and inventive solutions to streamline the equipment, including reducing the weight of the oxygen tanks. 
Unfortunately, just 800 feet short of the summit, the two climbers fell to their deaths.
    Nevertheless, National Geographic sent a team of experts to the spot where Irvine disappeared. Why would 
they do this? Because Irvine carried a small Kodak camera in his pocket and if his body and the camera could 
be found, it might contain pictures that proved the intrepid duo made the summit before falling. This would be 
a huge game changer, but it will have to wait for the next challengers. Or, perhaps Hillary’s achievement will 
hold up forever.
    When you think of all of man’s great physical achievements throughout history, conquering Mt. Everest 
continues to rank near the top of the list. Clearly, we have not seen the end of this fascinating story.

croquet



    As we head into Fall months (though cool Fall air remains elusive) there is a 
distinctive lightness at BG. Is it ever welcome! It has been such a relief to see COVID 
cases in Charleston steadily declining. Most importantly, we are clearly seeing the 
benefits of our efforts with testing, as we have gained confidence in returning to being 
together. I love seeing social small groups gathering, committees meeting, activities 
and fitness programs happening. What a lovely “hum”!

         A “hum” of activity is certainly happening in the chapel right now too! The arrival of  
our magnificent Schoenstein pipe organ marks a historic moment for this Community.  

Given by Patty Fei in memory of her late husband and BG resident Jim and her daughter Christina, the organ is a 3-
manual, 16-rank custom built instrument with roughly 1,200 pipes. It was made in the Schoenstein Organs studio 
in San Francisco, one of the best (if not THE best) organ makers in the world. What a signal of hope to all of us. 
Long after COVID is forgotten, we will be enjoying gorgeous, uplifting music on this beautiful instrument for 
decades. 
    The other “hum” that we’ll hear for some time is the sound of progress on our health and rehab construction. It 
too has been made possible through the generosity of the Christie Family and countless other supporters of the 
Shared Future campaign, funding many of the incredible features and services that will be provided throughout 
the skilled care, rehab and memory care community. The construction momentum continues to be strong, as 
foundations are nearing completion and structural framing of the first story is coming along quickly. Our 
construction partner, Samet Corporation, remains focused on quality, schedule and budget, and is hitting the 
mark on all three. 
We’ve always known that what makes BG unique and different is the 
generosity that underscores every element of our mission and service. It 
is wonderful to focus with gratitude on these forward-looking projects 
which point to bright and beautiful days ahead. This, along with cautious, 
committed progress on the Keep BG Healthy plan is turning the 
humming all around into a wonderful melody of Community!
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT/CEO
By Sarah Tipton

    With the Covid-19 BG Safety Net slowly coming off, how do we move forward responsibly?  We’ve had 
almost six months of careful and caring protection: Health and security measures—almost every area of 
“normal life” attuned to exacting yet gracious standards, with the added fillip of special treats, programs, and 
religious services.  And amazingly, throughout, we felt and saw in constant motion a staff that really cared about 
us, a true BG family, that bypassed personal health risks.
    So, wonder of wonders, in such uncharted waters, how did Sarah Tipton and core leadership strategize 
coping plans—where none existed? There is no blueprint for pandemics. Nonetheless, through research, 
resources, diligence, determination, and a generous filter of grace, BG devised a program for our optimal care 
and comfort.
But what’s the plan? How does one move forward? How do we take responsibility for devising our individual 
“New Normal”? 
    To those who managed to use this unusual half-year hiatus to finish many projects, get a lot done, Bravo! For 
some like myself, it’s a time of re-evaluation, prioritizing daily exercise, work and play patterns.  And especially 
outside activities. 
    Of course, we’re thrilled to be able to eventually visit, extensively, family and friends –but with that same 
overlay of security.  We’ve come this far, thanks to BG protection and our own common sense. 
    Kindness, concern for others is our BG norm. In the outside world, I hope to remember kindness matters.    
Avoid encounters, remain silent, breathe deeply, walk away.
    Indeed, as the BG exit sign also notes, WE ARE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER. This is how we care about each 
other.  This is how we protect one another. WE ARE BG FAMILY, moving healthily forward and grateful.

NOW WHAT? WHAT’S AHEAD?
By Nada Arnold
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DOC TALK: VACCINES
By Dr. Jack Hisley

    Our approaching influenza season 
will be unique in that we will be 
challenged by not one, but two 
viruses.  Hopefully the flu will be 
seasonal and not the epidemic type 
experienced in 1918.  In Charleston, 
SC, on September 16th, 1918, 
influenza was first reported among 
16 sailors at the Charleston Naval Training Center.  
Both the Citadel and the College of Charleston were 
closed a few days later, on September 29th.  Soon 
afterward, on October 5, the Charleston Board of 
Health ordered all schools, churches, movie houses, 
and theaters shuttered.  Social gatherings were also 
discouraged.
    By mid October, nearly 6,000 Charlestonians – 
10% of the population of 60,000 - had been stricken 
with influenza.  Charleston’s clergy in particular 
was not happy with the city’s officially sanctioned 
reliance on whiskey as a medicinal curative for the 
illness.  South Carolina Governor Richard I. Manning 
supported the efforts of the city’s mayor Tristam 
Hyde to distribute whiskey in the bottle during 
the epidemic.  Charleston’s police officers hastily 
confiscated all bootleg whiskey and placed it under 
the control of Chief Health Officer Dr. John M. 
Greene for distribution to the ill.  Not surprisingly, 
the demand for medicinal whiskey quickly outstripped 
the supply.  
    Interestingly, the 18th Amendment, which 
prohibited the “manufacture, sale, or transportation 
of intoxicating liquors,” was passed by the U.S. 
Congress on January 16th, 1919.  Effectiveness of the 
use of whiskey as a curative for influenza was neither 
studied nor documented.  Presently, one of the 
methods recommended for the prevention of disease 
spread has been the use of alcohol impregnated hand 
wipes. However, so far, gargling with whiskey hasn’t 
been mentioned.
    In 1948, the World Health Organization (WHO) 
established a monitoring system for influenza.  The 
system is comprised of 110 laboratories located 
in 82 countries.  Those, along with international 
reference laboratories located in London, Tokyo, and 
Melbourne and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention in Atlanta, Georgia provide on-going 
comprehensive surveillance of influenza.    
    Identification of mutations of old influenza viruses 
that are responsible for seasonal flu is used in the 
development of each season’s vaccine.  In addition 
to tracking the seasonal flu viruses, scientists are 
also searching for signs of an emergence of potential 

novel viruses like the ones that caused 
pandemic influenza in 1918, 1957, and 
1958.  This important information is 
vital for the development of appropriate 
vaccines.  Although not perfect, vaccines 
offer valuable protection, particularly 
for the elderly and the very young. Like 
the coronavirus, the influenza virus 

is highly contagious and rapidly changing. Usually, 
vaccines for the influenza virus cover three or four 
viral types that scientists predict will most likely be 
the cause of each season’s influenza.  Data supplied 
by reference laboratories is carefully analyzed when 
choosing the potential dominant influenza virus.  
When on target, the resulting vaccine will protect 
most people for an entire season.  Most seasonal 
flu vaccines have an approximate 50% effectiveness 
rate although disappointments such as the 35% rate 
recorded during the 2017-2018 flu season do occur.  
Nevertheless, mass vaccination still remains the 
preventive method of choice.
    Sir Ronald Ross (1857-1932), a British army 
surgeon who was awarded a Nobel Prize in 1902, 
provided a new way of thinking about infectious 
disease outbreaks. Dr. Ross’s insights centered on the 
“herd immunity” concept.  Simply put, by vaccinating 
a significant portion of the community, epidemic 
spread of the disease can be prevented.  When fewer 
susceptible or non-vaccinated people are available, 
the disease naturally disappears.
    Since the virus itself is used in the creation 
of immunity and antibody production, vaccine 
development is a lengthy and complex process. 
The vaccine that contains the virus must be potent 
enough to create a significant immunity but not so 
potent as to cause the disease. Historically, most 
vaccines such as the one used for the prevention of 
smallpox contained a live virus.  With the advent of 
modern medicine, the ability to alter live viruses has 
become common.  In the early 1950s when polio was 
epidemic, University of Pittsburgh virologist Jonas Salk 
developed an effective killed virus vaccine capable 
of stimulating the immune system to produce polio 
antibodies without creating a natural infection.  Salk’s 
killed virus vaccine was favored because it could be 
marketed quickly and posed few risks to the public.
Several years later, Dr. Albert Sabin at the University 
of Cincinnati developed a vaccine that used an altered 
live poliovirus to create a natural infection.  The Sabin 
vaccine triggered a stronger immune response than 
was associated with the Salk killed virus vaccine.  
Because the Sabin vaccine offered an oral route 
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of administration along with a stronger antibody 
production response, the live virus vaccine became 
the preferred method for polio prevention.  However, 
the CDC Advisory Committee in 2000 concluded 
that the benefits of the live virus vaccine no longer 
justified the risks; inactivated polio vaccine is the only 
polio vaccine that has been given in this country since 
that time. 
    Scientists working on a coronavirus vaccine have 
many important choices.  Should an altered live virus 
be used as opposed to a killed virus?  How much of 
a viral load is necessary to produce a potent vaccine 
without causing significant side effects?  Will they be 
able to provide a viral platform that protects against 
all coronavirus types?  Will the manufacturers’ quality 
control be meticulous?  Ideally, the COVID-19 vaccine 
will be delivered in tablet form, made available to 
all people, and it will be safe and effective.  Most 
scientists hope for 60% effectiveness, which is better 
than the influenza vaccine, but far short of the 97% 
effectiveness of the measles vaccine. If a 60% target 
of effectiveness can be achieved, the coronavirus will 
find fewer susceptible individuals because of herd 
immunity and eventually disappear.  
    The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
supervises all phases of vaccine development. In Phase 
One studies, the manufacturer must prove that the 
vaccine will do no harm.  Phase Two involves studies 

concerning safe dosage, and in Phase Three, clinical 
trials are conducted to demonstrate the vaccine’s 
effectiveness.  Following the completion of all three 
phases, an FDA panel of experts reviews the data 
and approves the product if specific criteria are met.  
Since there are no reliable, safe medical treatments 
available for COVID-19, which is both a pulmonary 
and a cardiovascular disease, vaccine development, 
although costly and complicated, is vital.
    Early in our history,  Americans died from smallpox 
in large numbers. Because of Edward Jenner’s work, 
an effective vaccine was developed using the cowpox 
virus.  Thomas Jefferson purchased enough of the 
Jenner smallpox vaccine to vaccinate 200 of his 
family, neighbors, and slaves at Monticello.  Supplies 
were scarce and expensive. Because of Jefferson’s 
persistence and President James Madison’s support, 
Congress passed the Vaccine Act of 1813.  An 
agency was developed to maintain stocks of the 
smallpox vaccine and provide it for any person 
who requested vaccination free of charge. Soon, 
the federal government was providing a free health 
care entitlement to thousands of needy people each 
year.  Passage of the Vaccine Act of 1813 wasn’t 
controversial as it successfully addressed one of 
the major disparities of health care delivery, which 
was cost.  Hopefully, that will also be the case when 
COVID-19 vaccine is made available.  

DOC TALK CONT’D

ARE YOU READY TO VOTE?  IT’S TIME TO BE SURE! 
By Adelaide Wallinger

    The election on Tuesday, November 3rd is just 
around the corner, and absentee ballots will be 
mailed out in early October.
    Because of COVID-19,  absentee ballots could be 
all-important to BG residents for this election. Since 
it may not be safe to go to the polls, you can vote 
by absentee ballot instead, but you must plan ahead.  
Apply for the ballot, and it will arrive in the mail. 
    To vote, you will fill it out, have it witnessed, stamp 
it, and mail it back immediately to the Charleston 
Election Commission at PO Box 71419, North 
Charleston, SC, 29415.  Many of you have already 
applied for your ballot. If you are not sure, check 
with Charleston County Voter Registration.
    If you are a new BG resident, you will need to 
change your address and voting information (if you 
have not already done so) well ahead of time to vote 
in this precinct.

VOTER DEADLINES

October 4 – Deadline to register to vote by 
computer for general election

October 5 – Deadline to register by mail for 
general election
 
October 30 – 5:00 PM – Deadline to accept an 
application for an absentee ballot

November 3 – General Election – Polls open 
from 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM.  Absentee ballot must 
be received by Charleston Election Commission 
by 7:00 PM to be counted.

TO CHECK ON YOUR VOTER REGISTRATION OR ABSENTEE BALLOT
GO TO scvotes.gov or CALL 843-744-8683



    What do doctors do once they retire? 
Quay resident Tom Springer, who is a 
radiologist, has an interesting answer. 
Before retiring in 2005, his partners 
contacted Tom’s wife to indicate they 
were considering giving Tom flying 
lessons as a retirement gift. Lynn wisely 
nixed that idea but came up with an 
alternative suggestion. She thought Tom 
would enjoy one-on-one training with 
Alan Reed, a Nantucket Lightship basket 
maker who had made a basket for Lynn 
which she and Tom treasured.  Tom and 
Lynn had a home on Nantucket, and with 
his hobby of recreating period furniture, Lynn thought 
learning to make baskets would tie in his interests and 
skillsets. Initially, Alan Reed was not anxious to take 
on a student, but once he learned of Tom’s skills in 
woodworking, he accepted Tom as his understudy.
    Just as sweetgrass baskets are a hallmark of 
the Lowcountry, Nantucket Lightship Baskets are 
synonymous with the island of Nantucket. Ladies carry 
Nantucket baskets when going out, and Lynn’s first 
basket was a Lightship covered basket.  Basket makers 
meet with customers to personalize the basket’s 
design including the size, shape and details which is 
how Tom initially met Reed, when he and Lynn met 
with him to design a Lightship covered basket for her.  
    Nantucket basketmaking dates to the whaling 
industry around 1830-1850.  They were made on the 
whaling ships during expeditions that usually lasted 
between three and five years.  There were long hours 
of down time during these expeditions, and the craft 
of basket making, which resembled barrel-making, was 
easy for the sailors, keeping them occupied.  
    Then from about 1850 to 1900, the baskets were 
refined by sailors on Nantucket lightships, which were 
lighthouses on a ship that anchored in the ocean for 
months at a time to prevent ships from hitting the 
shoals just below the level of the ocean south of 
Nantucket.  With many hours of downtime, basket-
making provided an outlet to assuage the tedium and 
boredom, bringing their baskets back home as gifts for 
their wives and girlfriends.  At one point the baskets 
became a source of income for the sailors, who sold 
baskets for about $2.00.
    About 1900, these lightship baskets were again 
improved with the addition of lids, creating a 

lightship covered basket.  After 1940, 
scrimshaw, which is ivory, whale bone 
or other material that has been etched 
and colored, were added to embellish 
the baskets, and the term “Friendship 
Baskets” was originated.   In making his 
baskets, Tom purchases scrimshaw from 
a woman artist, who etches and colors 
pieces of ivory recycled from old piano 
keys, whale bone or walrus tusks. Today 
the term “ivory” is applied to whale bone 
and other animal tusks, and it is difficult 
for most people to distinguish the source 
of “ivory” on the baskets.  

    The components of the basket are the bottom 
plate, top rim, staves and handles.  The weaver cuts 
out the base with grooves, precisely measures with 
a micrometer and finely sands the staves, pushes 
the staves into the base, then weaves the horizontal 
strands in and out of the staves, adds the rim and 
attaches the handle.  Tom uses rattan that comes from 
the Far East for the cane, and ivory from the white 
keys of old pianos for the scrimshaw.    
    The price for a Nantucket Lightship Basket is 
based on the size and complexity of the basket, with 
professional basket makers receiving upwards of 
$10,000 per basket, and up to $25,000 for a nest 
of baskets, especially if the weaver incorporates 
scrimshaw ivory in the design.  Tom’s baskets are 
priced from $600 for a simple basket with no handle 
to about $1,500 for a basket with more detail.  A 
nest of seven baskets is priced at $7,000 to $10,000 
and takes a year to create.  Tom’s baskets are shown 
at the Nantucket Lightship Basket Museum and at a 
Nantucket Basket store on Main Street.  He donates 
all profits to charity.    
    The successful basket maker must be meticulous, 
possess attention to detail, and be persistent since 
even a small basket may take more than 40 hours to 
complete.  A master craftsman,  Tom made good use of 
his free time imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic.  It 
took him two-and-a-half months to make the basket 
that is on display in Anderson Conservatory, when he 
was one of seventeen artists who displayed a piece 
done during the pandemic.  This basket has a walnut 
base with a maple burl insert of a whale, walnut rim 
and staves, and ivory scrimshaw on the handle.  
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LIFE AFTER RETIREMENT:
MAKING NANTUCKET LIGHTSHIP BASKETS

By Angela Estes

View the GAB online at www.bishopgadsden.org                                                 



    Artist Douglas Panzone likes to 
think big, so painting the mural on the 
Bishop Gadsden Food Truck was right 
up his alley.  Douglas said his goal was 
to “create something that was pleasing 
to the eye and unique, something you 
do not see every day.”  He has created 
a luminous lowcountry marsh-scape 
of a sunrise rising over the marsh.  The 
truck glows with the reds, yellows, purples and blues 
of daybreak. “I wanted to create something that is 
colorful, and nice to look at from far away and close 
up,” he explained.
    The food truck is the brainchild of Culinary 
Services head Jim Epper. It is a retro bakery truck 
and will serve breakfast and lunch.  The opening 
theme is Mexican with its bold flavors and fresh 
ingredients. It will be open to the Bishop Gadsden 
health and rehab center construction team, vendors, 
BG residents and guests, and BG team members. It 
can be used for community events as a marketing tool 
and to give back to the community, and as a way to 
bring residents together after the social restrictions 
imposed by the pandemic.
    Jim said in choosing the artist, he was looking 
for someone who could do something a little edgy 
but who was a true artist and could blend paint to 
create a mood.  When he was driving around town 
he noticed the huge mural Douglas had done off 
Savannah Highway and he knew he had found his 
artist.
   Douglas grew up in Jackson, Mississippi. He always 
liked to draw and was intrigued by the graphics in 
the old Disney cartoons.  He got serious about art 
in high school and took lessons from a Jackson artist.  
He moved to Charleston where his sister, niece, and 
nephew live to attend the College of Charleston and 
graduated with a degree in fine arts in 2003. 
     When at the college, Douglas needed a place to 
practice painting large-scale works.  He called the 
owner of a building in a former shopping center at 

the corner of Folly and Grimball 
Roads and asked if he could use 
the back wall of his building to 
practice his painting and was told 
yes.  “It was my sanctuary,” he said, 
“It’s where I learned how to do it.” 
After graduation, he started painting 
on commission and in 2007 began 
painting full time. 

    Among his past projects are a wall mural for the 
HBO show Vice Principals and two floor murals for the 
courtyard of the George Street Apartments.
     ”Painting is all fun,” Douglas said.  “I do so many 
different styles of work from graffiti to realism.  It 
pushes me to be versatile.” He mostly uses spray paint 
and said the process is similar to oil painting.  It is 
“layering and building up different colors on top and 
blending”.
     Learning to control spray paint is difficult, he noted, 
and it took him years to learn how to be good at it.  
When you hold the can closer to the work, you can 
get a fine line. If you stand back you can get a misty 
look, if you go faster you get a finer and thinner line. 
If you just hold it up close without moving it builds up 
and drips down.
     Douglas brings a trailer that he calls his “studio”.  It 
has 250 different colors in spray cans he can choose 
from.  “I have two cans of every color (that is 500 
cans) and that way I have my studio with me.”  It is 
hard to estimate how many cans of spray paint he 
used on the food truck because he only uses a little 
bit out of some of the cans.  He painted the truck on 
the side of the road going to the Woodlands Cottages 
where every day residents stopped by to see him and 
check on his progress.  “I’ve enjoyed my time at Bishop 
Gadsden,” he said.  “I’ve met so many nice people”.
Jim said he is expecting that the truck with “BG Eats” 
emblazoned on its hood to be in operation very soon. 
“The truck is an eye catcher” said Jim,  “People will 
love it.”
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CREATING AN EYE-CATCHER
By MP Wilkerson

IN LOVING MEMORY

Donald  “Don” Marti
1/4/1930-8/8/2020

Caroline Danowitz
4/28/1920-8/27/2020

Jane Osborne
1/10/1922-8/9/2020
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BACK IN TIME: LETTERS HOME
By Dr. Jack Hisley

    Most soldiers serving in America’s 
Civil War were young, conscripted, living 
on farms, and had never traveled far from 
home.  Of the 2.5 million who served, the 
youngest was drummer boy John Joseph 
Clem who, at age 10 ran away from 
home and joined the 22nd Massachusetts 
Regiment.  Homesickness and depression 
was not uncommon, particularly during 
the idle months spent in winter quarters.  
Affected soldiers were said to have a “heavy heart”, 
similar to today’s Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 
(PTSD) experienced by modern day soldiers.  World 
War I soldiers experienced “shell shock”; the term 
used in World War II was “battle fatigue”.
     During the Civil War, letter writing was the 
soldier’s only means of contact with loved ones back 
home.  Each day, 90,000 letters passed through postal 
centers in Washington, D.C., and twice that number 
moved through Louisville, Kentucky, which served 
the armies in the West.  Since neither government 
considered writing materials to be essential, ink, pens, 
and writing paper were all scarce.  Most letters were 
written in pencil.  A lonely Illinois private observed “A 
lead pencil is a poor thing to write with but you must 
try and figer [sic] it out”.  
     The Confederate Postal Service used many 
existing Federal postal routes, post offices, and 
even postmasters.  The first Confederate postage 
stamps were printed in the North and bore images 
of Confederate President Jefferson Davis, General 
Stonewall Jackson, and Senator John C. Calhoun.  
As the value of the Confederate dollar steadily 
decreased during the war, postage stamps came to be 
used as currency – a practice that didn’t go unnoticed 
by the Federal Government.
    The United States government didn’t issue postage 
stamps until July 1, 1847.  Prior to that date, all 
postal items were marked by various hand stamping 
devices.  When issued, the first U.S. stamps displayed 
the images of George Washington and Benjamin 
Franklin, who had the distinction of being appointed 
America’s first Postmaster General on July 26, 1775.    
In 1847, stamps ranged in value from one cent to 
ninety cents.  The required travel distance of posted 
material determined the value of the stamps used.  
Union citizens often used the stamps for currency as 
frequently as did the Confederate citizens.  By 1857, 
sheets of stamps were perforated by an innovative 
perforating machine invented by an Englishman named 
Henry Archer.  After that time, sheets of stamps no 
longer had to be separated by a cutting tool.

Because Confederate citizens were 
using U.S. postage stamps as currency, 
Postmaster General Montgomery Blair 
abruptly devalued all U.S. stamps on 
May 31, 1861.  A new series of U.S. 
stamps bearing the images of George 
Washington, Benjamin Franklin, and 
Andrew Jackson was issued on August 
17, 1861.
    Soldiers in both armies desired 

certain personal luxury items including writing 
equipment and stamps.  Both governments 
considered such items as nonessential.  Widespread 
demand gave rise to a system in which each regiment 
was entitled to one sutler (aka victualer) who was a 
civilian permitted to sell his wares to soldiers to meet 
the demand for “nonessential items”.  All soldiers 
knew the whereabouts of the sutler’s tent within 
their camp.  Sutlers provided a seemingly endless list 
of items such as food, tobacco, whiskey, boots, toilet 
articles, and clothing, as well as writing materials 
for a price that was not always a fair price.  Soldiers 
had a love-hate relationship with their camp sutler.  
The demand was high, competition was lacking, and 
the customers were, in a sense, held captive.  Many 
soldiers agreed: “Sutlers were a wretched class of 
swindlers”.  The most famous sutler was none other 
than James A. Bailey (1847-1906), who later achieved 
fame as the winning circus combination of Barnum 
and Bailey.
    As mentioned, letter writing was the only direct 
means of contact with loved ones back home.  
Handwriting was often hard to decipher and phonetic 
spelling was common because of limited education.  
Letter writing rarely cured homesickness or a “heavy 
heart” but it provided much relief.  “I rote [sic] you 
a letter the other day in answer to the one that 
Ulyses coppyed [sic] for you, but last Sunday evening 
I received an other from you in your own hand 
wrighting [sic] which was best of all.  I could read 
every word except one.  If you will keep trying you 
will soon get so as to wright first rate.  You must 
learn to spell”.
    During the years 1861 to 1865,  America 
experienced the largest volume of personal 
correspondence ever handled by the postal 
service. Because letters reflect personal accounts 
of current events, they have become an important 
primary source for historians writing about that era.  
Approximately 30,000 books have been written about 
America’s Civil War, most of which used letters home 
to understand and gain insights into major events. 
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WHAT TO WATCH
By Adelaide Wallinger

    Where to start?  Scott and I have been binge-watching Amazon Prime all of July to find SERIES and MOVIES 
for you to watch!  
    And, by the way, thanks so much for letting me know how much you appreciate each month’s suggestions 
in this time.  We enjoy searching.
    Everything but the last paragraph can be found on Amazon Prime.  I have so much to tell you about:  
Let’s begin with Take Joy! The Magical World of  Tasha Tudor.  We see the famed illustrator and author of 
children’s books at her home in Vermont, a veritable garden full of animals, plants and flowers. Never 
depressed and without a single headache at age 80, Tasha shares her optimistic views of life. Her illustrations 

tell the story.  I knew of her because of the beautiful books my children loved that she 
illustrated and wrote, and I always look for her work when I shop for a baby gift.  This is a 
truly magical documentary.
    The Booksellers is so interesting – all about rare book stores, book collectors and the 
detective/scholar/business people that keep the art alive. The internet has changed the rare 
book trade and there are only 79 book stores in Manhattan now compared to hundreds in 
the past.
    Fascinated with The Silk Road that runs from Venice to Xian, China, I loved this video trip 
through six countries and cultures.  Yes, it’s the voyage that Marco Polo took.

    Four MOVIES entertained us one whole weekend:  Lovers of Catherine Deneuve will enjoy The Truth about 
a French actress in her later years and her relationship with her family and friends. (She is still beautiful.) 
    Etruscan Smile tells the story of a crusty Scotsman who journeys to San Francisco for cancer treatment and 
a visit with his estranged son and family.  The new grandchild and a beautiful woman he meet in a museum 
both change his life and bring happiness to his last months.
    Torpedo 235 is about World War II.  A group of resistance fighters is given the job of ferrying a stolen 
German submarine across the Atlantic from Africa to the United States with a strategic cargo of uranium.  
They head out with an actual German sub captain in command, who,  as a prisoner, was 
only supposed to teach them to run the sub, not come along.
    Now to the SERIES:  Another WW II story – this time about the 60,000 Indian soldiers 
who fought with the British Army in Singapore. The Forgotten Army begins with the Japanese 
take-over of Singapore and proceeds to their asking the Indians to join them in their 
fight. Some 3,000 men and women soldiers (calling themselves the Indian National Army) 
spurned the Japanese and walked all the way from Singapore to Delhi, over 2,000 miles, 
fighting the British the entire time for Indian independence.  There’s also a great love story.
    Hamish McBeth is about a young constable in Lochdubh, Scotland. It’s all about a town full of characters and 
small-time crime. Series is based on mystery novels by M. C. Beaton. Robert Carlyle stars. The Escape Artist is 
about British junior barrister Will Burton (and his rival Maggie Gardner) who is known for getting clients out 
of tight corners, thus The Escape Artist. David Tennant stars.
       As a Passport Member of SCETV, you can watch any of famed film historian Ken Burn’s famous 
series about people, events and places. I am looking forward to the one on the travels of Lewis and Clark, 
the American explorers.  Also, the one on our national parks and the one on Mark Twain.  For SCETV 
Membership information, call 1-800-256-8535 or text SCETV.org

AUGUST EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH

“Vanessa not only makes extraordinary contributions daily to her team’s ability 
to successfully carry out its purpose of ensuring the wellbeing of Myers Hall 
residents, for the past 15 years. She goes out of her way to help coworkers to 
give the highest level of care expected of the facility and its patrons.”
        - Patricia Ross

Congratulations,  Vanessa Harris, Myers Hall Med Tech, on being the 
August Employee of the Month!
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SEPTEMBER BIRTHDAYS

CHAPLAIN’S UPDATE
By The Rev. Tom Wilson

1 Marcy Walsh 13 Ann Hurd Fralix 22 Ann Connellee 26 Leo Weber

5 John Kerner 13 Sara Murphy 22 Lou Hethington 26 Madge Russell
5 Olive Smith 14 Milton Boykin 22 Elaine Johnston 26 Dieter zur Loye
5 Martha Taylor 17 Nancy Lilly 23 Catherine Puckette 28 Ginny Hiestand
6 Mollie Fair 18 Kay Meek 23 Bill Tucker 28 Susan Legare
7 Elizabeth Lewine 18 Mary Jane Roberts 24 Larry Scoville 28 Mary Witsell
9 Alex Dickson 19 Simmons Tate 25 Dan Mengedoht 29 Jeanne Myers
10 Rae Denemark 20 Jean Breza 25 Betty Wooldridge 30 Scottie Bowers
11 Mason Alexander 20 Katie Roberts 26 Elliott Cooper 30 Barbara Mann
13 Gerri Gillespie 20 Joan Wassén 26 Lee Crawford

John & Ellen Hollingsworth          Jennie Reynolds         Phyllis Steinberg

NEW MOVE-INS

    As I sat at my computer, perplexed as to what I 
might say- something dropped into my lap. First, I read 
a poem by C.S. Lewis, which reminded me of my last 
month’s column.  The column talked about Groundhog 
Day and the poem is “As the Ruin Falls”. (More about 
the poem in a moment.)
    As a reminder, the movie was a comedy, where Bill 
Murray lived and seemingly relived an endless number 
of Groundhog Days. He was stuck in a loop of events, 
that continued, on and on; that is until slowly he began 
to change what he did each day.  It seemed that he 
broke free from reliving that day, when he was no 
longer the sole focus and center of his life.  
    In last month’s column I likened my pandemic 
routine as being like the movie; I come to work, go 
home, sleep and repeat. Eventually, I, like Bill Murray, 
began to focus upon more than just the repetition of 
events and days; thankfully I looked around, focusing 
more upon what God is doing in my life, rather than 
my repetition of events.
    Which is where the C.S. Lewis poem, “As the Ruin 
Falls”, becomes important. I suspect that few reading 
this column know this poem, much less by heart, so 
here it is, “As the Ruin Falls”-
  All this is flashy rhetoric about loving you.
  I never had a selfless thought since I was born.
  I am mercenary and self-seeking through and
  through:
  I want God, you, all friends, merely to serve my turn.
  Peace, re-assurance, pleasure, are the goals I seek,
  I cannot crawl one inch outside my proper skin:

  I talk of love —a scholar’s parrot may talk Greek—
  But, self-imprisoned, always end where I begin.
  Only that now you have taught me (but how late my
  lack.)
  I see the chasm.  And everything you are was
  making
  My heart into a bridge by which I might get back
  From exile, and grown man. And now the bridge is
  breaking.
  For this I bless you as the ruin falls. The pains
  You give me are more precious than all other gains.
    Reading this poem, again, for the first time, brought 
me up short. Here, Lewis articulates my weakness 
and frailty in ways I could never begin to express. His 
depth and honesty is unmatched by any other writer 
I have ever read. These few lines have shaken me, as 
well as restored me in the past days, hours, and now 
minutes, as I again read and ponder them once more. 
    C.S Lewis is perhaps the one man who has 
challenged and shaped me the most; I say perhaps 
because he is the one currently on my mind and in my 
heart.  There are many more authors that I have read, 
who may well challenge me anew. For now, this poem 
is an honest and painful example of truth piercing my 
facade, as well as my heart. 
    Unpacking how it all fits into my life’s journey 
is way beyond this column. However, I share it 
for this reason: this poem reminds me of my past 
and encourages me to see God’s grace, love and 
forgiveness that surrounds me today, just as it also was 
present way back when.
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BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE
By MP Wilkerson

    In February, ground was broken for the new Bishop Gadsden Health and Rehab Center and work began. 
The site was prepared, provisions were made for electrical, plumbing and mechanical, drains were installed 
and slabs were poured.  After months of preparing what had to be done before the walls can come up, and 
despite having to deal with the virus pandemic, the building is still on schedule and on budget, said Daniel 

Larrabee, Director of Environmental Services, who is among the 
team members keeping an eye on the building.
    The views and layout of the building are absolutely 
breathtaking, and recently an effort was made to study the 
building with a “COVID” eye.  “It was important,” Daniel said, 
“even – or maybe especially - in the thick of the COVID-19 
impact to challenge the architects and engineers involved with 
the project to take another look at the physical and mechanical 
characteristics of the project in order to adopt some lessons 
learned during this pandemic.”
    The team also wanted to be sure the building was assembled 

so it could be divided into “pods” with minimal efforts should we find ourselves in such a situation again. 
    “By addressing these things now we can make any necessary 
modifications for pennies on the dollar as compared to if it had to 
be modified after constructed,” said Daniel.  “Additionally, we will 
benefit even further through a designated ‘Isolation Unit’ created 
as a result of this study. Now, not only will more people be served 
through this project, but as an organization, we continue to be in a 
position of strength.”  The construction process continues to grow 
and be on time.
    Currently, the ground level concrete pads have been poured 
for the Long Term Care side of the building. Iron structures have 
been assembled for the support of the second level, with light 
gauge steel in place to finish the walls.  While one crew is handling 
that portion, another crew is finishing the concrete pad for the commons area (middle section) part of the 
building. 
    “It is going very smoothly,” Daniel said.  “In fact, iron has already been placed just this week (August 17). 
Mechanical, electrical and plumbing folks are involved in field verification and system preparation to be ready 
for the installations that will follow.”
    Time lapse and video have been installed, and many are working through details now on how these images 
will be accessed. 

    Soon to come, the concrete pads for the Memory Care-
Rehabilitation side of the building will be prepared, while 
another crew follows behind with iron structure for the 
commons section, followed by light gauge steel infill to 
complete the wall systems.  As the concrete work finishes 
on the ground level, steel assembly will begin in that 
section while the concrete crews move up to begin floor 
preparation to pour the second floor on the Long Term 
Care side. Mechanical, electrical and plumbing follow behind 
each section as it is assembled.
    Daniel said it is a fascinating project but it has also been 
a welcome escape for him.  “In this time where everything is 
so unpredictable, putting us in the position to have to react 
to so much, it is such a wonderful feeling to know that just a 

stone’s throw away we are building towards our future.”

View the GAB online at www.bishopgadsden.org                                                 
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The Gadsden GAB is a monthly publication written by and for the residents of Bishop Gadsden.
Submissions from all residents and staff are welcome and are used on a space-available basis. 

    The Strongheart Scholarship, established in 2016, provides 
scholarships for Bishop Gadsden  team members pursuing 
their education.  Scholarships may be used for a wide range of 
educational efforts including certificate programs, associate’s 
and bachelor’s degrees, and graduate-level work.  Scholarships 
may be applied for current educational expenses or to help pay 
off student loans acquired from past education opportunities. 
    Since team members may apply multiple times for financial 
support, awards are made twice a year for both the spring and 
fall semesters.  
    The Bishop Gadsden Community is committed to helping 
as many team members as possible to achieve their academic 
goals.  The Strongheart Scholarship is one way that residents 
can support our dedicated and caring team members who are 
furthering their education.
    In the Spring of 2020, 20 team members received 
scholarships totaling $29,852.  Additional scholarships will 
be awarded later this fall.  Since the Strongheart Scholarship 
establishment in 2016, 137 scholarships totaling $234,587 have been awarded to 60 team members, with 
many scholarship recipients receiving multiple awards.  
    Applications are available in early spring and fall for team members who are interested in furthering their 
education or paying down school loans. Included in the application is a check list to assist the team member 
in providing the information needed for the Scholarship Committee to review.  That information includes 
school, degree/certificate program, GPA, cost, personal statement, as well as supervisor recommendation 
and Human Resources qualifications. Once team members have completed their application, they give the 
application to their supervisor and the department director for approval.  The final application is given to 
Stephanie Ochipinti in the Charitable Giving Office to review for all required documents before sending 

to the Human Resources director to ensure all employee 
information is accurate and to verify applicant eligibility.  All 
approved and final applications are given to the residents 
of the Scholarship Committee who determine how much 
each recipient will receive, using guidelines created by the 
initial committee members. During the May and November 
Resident Updates, Scholarship recipients are awarded a 
certificate, letter, and copy of the monies their school or loan 
office will receive.

  Residents as well as staff are encouraged to support the 
scholarship fund which has helped many Bishop Gadsden 
team members pursue their academic aspirations. This 
investment in our team members is one way residents can 
convey our gratitude for their loving and compassionate care. 
For additional information on the Strongheart Scholarship 
Fund, contact Scholarship Chair Dr. Louise Rainis or 
Stephanie Ochipinti in the Charitable Giving Office.  

STRONGHEART SCHOLARSHIPS MAKING A DIFFERENCE
By Angela Estes

I feel incredibly blessed to be an 
employee at Bishop Gadsden and to have 
been able to receive the Strongheart 
Scholarship. This scholarship is a true 
blessing that impacts me academically 
and professionally. This scholarship 
alleviates a tremendous amount of stress 
by covering a significant portion of the 
cost for my academic program, and 
allows me to focus a greater amount of 
energy in developing myself professionally 
within my academic program and at 
Bishop Gadsden.

- Chris Bertiaux,
Security Officer

The Strongheart Scholarship afforded me 
the opportunity to attend graduate school 
and earn a Master of Science degree 
from Charleston Southern University. This 
program gave me the knowledge and 
confidence to transition from my role as 
Director of Assisted Living to the Director 
of Health Services role. Education has 
always been a priority for me and having 
the support of the Strongheart Scholarship 
made my dream of completing a Master’s 
program possible. 

- Jonna Cook,  MS, NHA, CRCFA, LPN
Director of Health Services


